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genetics to elucidate neuronal signal transduction where a visual stimulus (perhaps a flickering checker-
board pattern) is interleaved with blank rest periods,mechanisms in the context of an intact behaving animal.
correlation analysis will show much of visual cortex re-
sponding to the presentation of the checkerboard butWilliam R. Schafer
some regions will seem to respond to the rest periods. InDivision of Biology
fact, the nature of these activations is often ambiguous.University of California, San Diego
fMRI signal time courses are usually shown and ana-La Jolla, California 92093
lyzed with the mean level removed on a voxel-by-voxel
basis, and so it is not clear whether these anticorrelatedSelected Reading
signals come from areas that are more oxygenated dur-
Bargmann, C.I., and Mori, I. (1997). In C. elegans II, D.L. Riddle et ing the rest periods or from areas that are less oxygen-
al., Eds. (Cold Spring Harbor, NY: Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory ated during the periods of flicker stimulation.
Press.
The existence of this so-called negative BOLD re-
Ben-Shahar, Y., Robichon, A., Sokolowski, M.B., and Robinson, G.E.
sponse (NBR) in humans has been noted for some time(2002). Science 296, 741–744.
in fMRI studies (Smith et al., 2000; Tootell et al., 1998a;
Coburn, C.M., and Bargmann, C.I. (1996). Neuron 17, 695–706.
Allison et al., 2000), and something similar has also been
Colbert, H.A., and Bargmann, C.I. (1995). Neuron 14, 803–812.
reported in the world of PET imaging (Shulman et al.,
de Bono, M., and Bargmann, C.I. (2000). Cell 94, 679–689.
1997). Careful researchers already account for it when
Fujiwara, M., Sengupta, P., and McIntire, S.L. (2002). Neuron 36, assigning meaning to functional activation maps—
this issue, 1091–1102.
particularly when more complicated stimuli and experi-
Hardaker, L.A., Singer, E., Kerr, R., Zhou, G., and Schafer, W.R.
mental paradigms are used. However, its origin has(2001). J. Neurobiol. 49, 304–311.
never been fully explained. Three theoretical mecha-Kleppisch, T., Pfeifer, A., Klatt, P., Ruth, P., Montkowski, A., Fassler,
nisms have been proposed to account for the NBR.R., and Hofmann, F. (1999). J. Neurosci. 19, 48–55.
(1) It is a purely hemodynamic effect. In this interpreta-L’Etoile, N.D., Coburn, C.M., Eastham, J., Kistler, A., Gallegos, G.,
tion, there is only so much oxygenated blood to goand Bargmann, C.I. (2002). Neuron 36, this issue, 1079–1089.
around at any one time. As some of it is diverted toLev-Ram, V., Jiang, T., Wood, J., Lawrence, D.S., and Tsien, R.Y.
“active” areas, it must drain from neighboring areas,(1997). Neuron 18, 1025–1038.
thereby reducing the BOLD signal in those areas. ThisOsborne, K.A., Robichon, A., Burgess, E., Butland, S., Shaw, R.A.,
Coulthard, A., Pereira, H.S., Greenspan, R.J., and Sokolowski, M.B. mechanism is sometimes referred to as “vascular steal.”
(1997). Science 277, 834–836. (2) The NBR may be the result of active neuronal sup-
Pierce-Shimomura, J.T., Morse, T.M., and Lockery, S.R. (1999). J. pression. Functional activity (at least of the type that
Neurosci. 19, 9557–9569. fMRI measures) is reduced below the baseline level in
Sawin, E.R., Ranganathan, R., and Horvitz, H.R. (2000). Neuron 26, some regions in response to particular stimuli. The sim-
619–631. plest example might be a spatially specific depression
Zhuo, M., Hu, Y., Schultz, C., Kandel, E.R., and Hawkins, R.D. (1994). of neuronal function in retinotopic visual cortex outside
Nature 368, 635–639.
the region representing the flickering stimulus. Areas
with reduced activation are supplied with less oxygen-
ated blood and therefore show a reduced BOLD signal
during the stimulus period.
(3) Finally, it is possible that areas showing a NBRThe Negative BOLD Signal
actually have an increased level of neuronal activity dur-Unmasked ing the stimulus period, but for some reason they do
not receive a corresponding boost in their blood flow.
The increased activation therefore depletes local oxy-
gen levels. In this interpretation, the NBR is an extendedMany fMRI experiments show regions of cortex that
version of the so-called “initial dip” that has been pro-seem to respond in antiphase with the primary stimu-
posed as a component of the standard, positive BOLDlus. In this issue of Neuron, Shmuel et al. show that this
response (PBR) (Hu et al., 1997).“negative BOLD response” is spatially and temporally
In this issue of Neuron, Shmuel and colleagues arguelinked to reductions in blood flow. By combining BOLD
that the NBR is largely a result of active neuronal inhibi-and blood flow data to model the energy consumption
tion (Shmuel et al., 2002). Their case rests on a painstak-in cortex, they conclude that the NBR is primarily due
ing analysis of the time courses of negative and positiveto active neuronal inhibition.
BOLD responses, which they measure in human cortex
with a high field strength (7T) magnet.It is well known that functional magnetic resonance im-
Their subjects are presented with a visual stimulusaging (fMRI) measures the distribution of oxygenated
similar to that described above: a high-contrast, flick-blood in living cortex. Functional brain mapping oper-
ering checkerboard pattern alternating with a blank, grayates on the assumption that regions of cortex showing a
background. By first measuring an extended period ofpositive temporal correlation between the BOLD (blood
baseline activity with the subjects looking at the grayoxygenation level-dependent) signal and a particular
background, they are able to determine whether thestimulus are involved in the processing of that stimulus.
signals they subsequently measure represent reduc-What is less well known is that researchers often see
tions or increases in blood oxygenation. Using a model-regions of cortex with responses that are anticorrelated
with the stimulus. For example, in a simple experiment free statistical method, they then find regions of visual
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Temporally Interleaved Measurements of BOLD Signal Level and Blood Flow
All responses are above the statistical threshold shown in the central inset boxes.
(A) BOLD response to a stimulus where a flickering checkerboard annulus was presented alternating with a blank gray field. Voxels are color
coded according to the correlation between their BOLD signal and the presentation time course of the flickering checkerboard.
(B) Cerebral blood flow measurements made in the same regions. Voxels are color coded according to the correlation between their blood
flow and the stimulus. By comparing the spatial distributions in (A) and (B), it is clear that there is a strong correspondence between the CBF
and the BOLD signal.
cortex that exhibit robust positive and negative BOLD some hint of it when they compare the precise temporal
responses (Figure). characteristic of the NBR and PBR curves.
First, they show that the NBR is an exact mirror image This will not be the final word on the subject. While
of the PBR—matching both its changing amplitude in Shmuel et al. are thorough, they admit that they leave
response to stimuli of differing contrasts and its exact several questions unanswered. What is the nature of the
time course. They also demonstrate a spatial interde- neuronal suppression they describe? It may be the result
pendence of the two signals—different-sized stimuli of short-range inhibitory connections at the scale of
generate PBR and NBR in different locations. The PBR individual receptive fields. Alternatively (or in addition),
follows the retinotopic mapping predicted for early vi- they may be linked to top-down attentional mechanisms
sual cortex, while the NBR occurs just next to it. There as indicated by some studies (Smith et al., 2000) or
is no doubt that the two phenomena are strongly linked to projections from lower cortical areas or subcortical
and the implication is that they have similar origins. structures. It is not clear that the NBR described in visual
Shmuel et al. then measure the rate of blood flow using cortex is that same one that has been described in more
a different type of MR imaging sequence. By interleaving anterior areas in both human and animal studies. And
BOLD measurements with flow measurements in the the effects of anesthetic must be examined so that we
same scanning session, they demonstrate that regions can compare these results with those from animal exper-
exhibiting the NBR also show a temporally correlated iments.
reduction in cerebral blood flow (CBF). By plugging the But the real limitation of this type of research is that
measured reductions in BOLD signal and CBF into a the measurements of metabolic rate and neuronal activ-
tried and tested model of cortical energy and blood ity are computed indirectly based on differences in cere-
supply (Hoge et al., 1999), they calculate that the NBR bral blood flow. It is now possible to record electrical
is due to a small but finite decrease in the local rate of signals and perform fMRI on the same cortical region
cortical oxygen consumption. in primates (Logothetis et al., 2001). The most conclusive
This is evidence of active neuronal suppression at evidence of active neuronal suppression leading to an
work. The reductions in CBF are almost certainly too NBR would be a link between reduced neuronal activity
small to be the cause of a reduction in neuronal function, as measured by an electrode and a corresponding de-
and the third mechanism (initial dip) is ruled out as it crease in the fMRI signal. Given the technological ad-
does not predict a reduction in blood flow at all. This vances made in this area in recent years, we should not
active suppression hypothesis is supported by earlier have to wait long for such a demonstration.
work showing that some regions of retinotopic cortex
can exhibit an NBR linked to activation in the opposite
hemisphere (Tootell et al., 1998b) where the effect of
Alex R. Wadepassive hemodynamic blood flow changes must be neg-
Smith-Kettlewell Eye Research Instituteligible. However, Shmuel et al. do not entirely rule out
2318 Fillmore Streetvascular steal. There is room in their model for a modest
but significant contribution from this effect and they find San Francisco, California 94115
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